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The Syrian "uprising" is a cynical US-engineered plot using provocateurs, mercenaries, Wahhabi
fanatics, corrupt NGO's and the global media. The US, NATO and the feudal emirates are out to
smash this independent Arab state that spends on human welfare and refuses to surrender to
Israel. The US and Saudi-financed plot turns on the tactic of "Countergangs." Terrorists mercenaries and irregulars, the "CIA foreign legion" - shoot both demonstrators and police, blow up
buildings, massacre innocent villagers - and then blame the carnage on the targeted government.
NGO's like NED, the "National Endowment for Democracy" (funded by US State Dept, Geo. Soros,
Ford Foundation etc) promote "activists," whose leaders are ambitious sociopaths, eagerly carving
out a piece of the carcass for the moment the state is brought down. The corporate lapdog media,
cogs in the military-industrial complex, lap up and magnify the Big Lie, creating a fake "reality" that
the average person has little chance of seeing through. Subverting Syria reveals how the crusade to
destroy Syria follows tactics explicitly set out in the Pentagon's Unconventional Warfare Manual. fund NGO's to create a climate of protest in the target country - provocateurs organize
demonstrations, then fire on protesters and security forces alike to stoke violence - staged and
mislabeled video footage creates the illusion of repression - mass media endlessly repeat the Big
Lie that the nation's leader is a brutal dictator killing his own people. "Give a dog a bad name and
hang him." - invade border towns with special forces death squads, the CIA Foreign Legion of Al
Qaeda psychopaths, fanatics and guns for hire - fabricate pretexts for military intervention by the
UN, or NATO - bomb the country into the stone age, to be conquered by NATO's Islamic terrorist
puppets - eradicate Arab socialism and government for the people, replacing it with a corrupt clique
beholden to Wall Street and London bankers - isolate Lebanon, Palestine, Iraq and Iran, giving free
rein for Greater Israel to dominate the Middle East - US corporations write multi-billion-dollar
contracts for "reconstruction" and "security" Subverting Syria shows how wars are engineered by
manipulation of the kinder instincts of mankind, hoodwinking and harnessing pacifist and leftist
forces - entrapping them in the service of mass murder and the global dictatorship of the money
power.
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Unfortunately, I don't have the time to really give this book the review it deserves.In brief, this is a
well sourced book that gives accurate names, dates, and places that prove US and US ally
destabilization operations and activities within Syria. This book is not about defending the Assad
government. It's about exposing the lies the media has told, setting the record straight, and showing
the provable connections of US intelligence and Neoconservative groups and US allies to rightwing
radical Islamic terrorists in Syria and the Middle East.This is a great resource of information to
combat the misconceptions and many outright falsehoods in regards to the conflict in Syria.The key
to examining any situation like Syria's is of course keeping in mind 'who has the most to lose and
who has the most to gain', and the authors most certainly keep our eye on the prize in that
respect.Cons:First, it's short, but the conflict is still unfolding so hopefully there will be more editions
of this book yet to come. (But hopefully for the sake of the Syrian people this conflict ends sooner,
keeping this book shorter.)A couple of the conclusions drawn in this book are not entirely provable
(and unfortunately may not be or won't be for sometime), but the authors have made a great deal of
effort to provide enough evidence to back their claims, by disproving disinformation the mainstream
media has spread, providing sound info that clearly outlines motivations, establishes a clear track
record of prior criminal and morally reprehensible behavior, and given all possible alternatives,
makes the author's assertions the most probable.On a personal note, I would like to have seen
more info on the breakaway city of Yabroud.
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